DISCLOSURE FORM OF THE FOREIGN STUDENTS

The foreign students who will study at every level of higher education institutions in Turkey need this form, which is the procedure where the students will indicate what to do about admission, visa (in passport) and certificate of residence.

1- The Procedure from abroad (visa procedures)

The foreign students must take the student visa; from the foreign representative Office (Embassy) by applying the following documents:

a) Letter of acceptance from the establishment of higher education institutions, where they will study.

b) A long-term and valid passport

c) The document showing that he has a financial possibility to provide for himself during the scholarship in Turkey. (scholarship certificate, bank account etc.).

d) Fee determined by nationality or mutuality.

e) Additional documents may be requested by the consular.

2- The processes they need to do after coming to our country (residing transactions)

The foreign students who received student visa, must enter legally, by the international road traffic which is opened to Turkey. Obligatory to have permit of residence to foreigners; At the least 30 days from the date entered in Turkey should apply to the foreigners’ police Office in the education province, with the following documents:

a) Letter of acceptance/certificate of registration from the institution of higher education.

b) A long-term and valid passport

c) Student visa from the embassy

d) The document showing that he has a financial possibility to provide for himself during the scholarship in Turkey. (scholarship certificate, bank account etc.).

e) The permit of residence; published in the Official Gazette at the beginning of each year; cost of valuable paper.

f) Additional documents may be requested if deemed necessary

3- Actions to take after receiving a residence permit (notification procedures)

a) The foreign students who took permit of residence for study purposes “can learn from the internet address https://tckimlik.nvi.gov.tr/AnonimSorgu.html processing allocated to the identify of the foreigners, directorate general of population and citizenship, identification number inquiry page.

b) The foreign students who wish to extend period to the permit of residence; should apply for extensions of period; before the end of the period referred or 15 days after the end of deadline.

c) In such situations as; graduation, unsubscribe school registration, discharge with the school, discontinuity etc. Must be declared to the Security Department of foreigners within 15 days, also the change of the address must be declared in 48 hours.

d) Failure to defacement or rasure on the permit of residence, and in case of loss of the permit of residence; should be a new one by applying to the department of foreigners.